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L
 a greate lorde canne were no better if he were [wear]
clothe '.1
By the sumptuary law of 1363, farm labourers and
others having less than 405. in goods were to wear
blanket and russet costing not more than I2d. the ell.2
In a list of purchases of cloth in 1409, narrow russet
figures at I2d. the ell, while of the other cheap varieties
short blanket, short coloured cloth,-rays, motleys, and
friezes varied from 2s. to 2s. ^d. the ell.3 Of friezes the
two chief types in use were those of Coventry and Irish
friezes, which might either be made in Ireland or of
Irish wool : these seem to have come into use about
the middle of the fourteenth century,, as in 1376 Irish
' Frysseware ' was exempted from ulnage,4 and about
the same time purchases of Irish frieze for the royal
household become more common, as much as nearly
3,000 ells of this material being bought in 1399.5
With such local varieties as Manchester cottons,
Tauntons, Tavistocks, Barnstaple whites, Mendips,
* Stoke Gomers alias thromme clothes,' 6 and so forth,
space docs not permit of our dealing, while by the limita-
tion which we have set ourselves the ' new draperies '
are excluded, and we may thankfully leave on one side
4 arras, bays, bewpers, boulters, boratoes, buffins, bust-
yans, bombacyes, blankets, callimancoes, carrells, cham-
bletts, cruell, dornicks, duraunce, clamask, frisadoes,
1	Hist. MSS. Com. Rep., viii. 93,
2	Rot. ParL, ii. 278.	3 Exch. K. R. Accts., 405, no. 22.
4	Rot. Pavl., ii. 372.   The assize of coloured cloths did not apply
to ' Dudderiware ', ' Faldyngware ', and other cloths  of  Ireland.
Pat., 48 Edw. Ill, pt. 2, m. 11.
5	Enr. Ward. Accts., 5.
6	Memo. R., K. R., 21 Eliz.f East., m. 106.
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